2007 Bridge Bulletin Index

AARP. ACBL promotes game at AARP Expo. (Jan).

ACBL BRIDGE HALL OF FAME. 2007 induction ceremony for Zia Mahmood, Kerri Sanborn and Alan Sontag; Seyman Deutsch receives Sportsmanship honor (Sep).

ACBL BOARD OF DIRECTORS. Highlights of minutes from the Fall 2006 meeting in Hawaii (Feb). Election notices (Mar, Apr, May). Highlights of minutes from the Spring 2007 meeting in St. Louis (Jun). Highlights of minutes from the Summer 2007 meeting in Nashville (Nov); Election results (Dec).


ACBL CHARITY GAME. Winners (Mar, Jul).

ACBL CLUB DIRECTOR AND CLUB DIRECTOR UPDATE COURSES. Monthly lists.


ACBL 49ER PAIRS. Winners (Dec).

ACBL GOODWILL COMMITTEE. 2007 Goodwill Committee appointments named (Mar).

ACBL HONORARY MEMBER OF THE YEAR. Zeke Jabbour named 2007 recipient (Feb).

ACBL PATRON MEMBER LIST. Feb.

ACBL PRESIDENT. Interview with 2007 President Sharon Fairchild (Jan). A note from the President (Feb).

ACBL TEACHER ACCREDITATION PROGRAM (TAP) SEMINARS. Monthly list.

ACBL-WIDE 49ER PAIRS. Winners (Dec.)

ACBL-WIDE INSTANT MATCHPOINT GAME. Promotion (Jul, Aug, Sep). Winners (Dec).

ACBL-WIDE INTERNATIONAL FUND GAME. Winners (Jun, Sep, Nov).

ACBL-WIDE SENIOR PAIRS. Winners (Jun.)

ACE OF CLUBS CONTESTS. Updates (Jan, Dec). Winners of the annual masterpoint races (Apr).

ADVANCED PLAYERS SECTION. Columnists Eric Kokish, Larry Cohen, Eddie Kantar, Mike Lawrence, Frank Stewart and Karen Walker. See also individual columnist listings.

ASK JERRY. Monthly advice from Jerry Helms in the Bridge Bulletin’s Play Bridge section. Opening 1NT with a five-card major; Handling interference after a 1NT opening (Jan); What’s a forcing sequence after interference?; Is opener’s 1♣ rebid forcing? (Feb); Is a 4-4 trump fit better than a 5-3 fit? Does 1♠-2♣ promise a five-card suit? (Mar); BOP on defense; How strong is a balancing 1NT (Apr); Responding 1♠ after 1♥; Distributional takeout doubles (May); Opening 2♣ versus 3NT; Handling interference in 2♣ auctions (Jun); Advancing after partner overcalls; Transfer or pass 1NT? (Jul); Constructive major-suit raises; Offensive versus defensive values (Aug); Bidding black two-suiter; Michaels cuebids after both opponents have bid (Sep); Stolen bids (Oct); What do cuebids of a preempt mean?; Stayman sequences (Nov); Negative doubles; weak overcalls (Dec).

AUKEN, SABINE. See I LOVE THIS GAME.


BAUM, JAY. See CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER.

BERGEN, MARTY. See BETTER BIDDING WITH BERGEN.

BETTER BIDDING (or BRIDGE) WITH BERGEN. Monthly column by Marty Bergen for Intermediate players. Don’t rely on good splits (Jan); More entries than meet the eye (Feb);
Handle with Care (Mar); One useful trump (Apr); Taking the obvious five club tricks (May); Persistence pays off; One slam, Two opening leads (Jun); Better safe than sorry (Jul); Hoping to survive the missing 10 (Aug); No reason to be afraid of notrump (Sep); Entries – the name of the game (Oct); Get there if you can (Nov); Bid well, play well (Dec).

**BERMUDA BOWL.** See WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS.

**BIDDING BOX, THE.** Monthly bidding challenge.

**BIDDING LAB, THE.** Monthly column on bidding theory; frequently authored by members. Kunstler $3 \heartsuit$ over 1NT (Jan); Help-suit game tries (Feb); Fine tuning 2NT (Mar); Defending against Unusual 2NT (Apr); 3NT or Four of a Major? (May); Defending against the strong 1 $\clubsuit$ (Jun); Major-suit Raises (Jul–Oct); 3NT to ask for aces (Nov); Taking out the garbage (Dec).


**BIDDING TOOLKIT, THE.** Monthly Play Bridge feature for newer players about commonly played conventions. Jacoby 2NT (Jan); Michaels Cuebid (Feb); Blackwood (Mar); Splinter raises (Apr); Puppet Stayman (May); Negative Double (Jun); Roman Key Card Blackwood (Jul); DOPI, ROPI and DEPO (Aug); Cappelletti over 1NT (Sep, Oct); DONT over 1NT (Nov); Weak two-bids (Dec).

**BIDDING TO PLAY.** Monthly column by Frank Stewart for Advanced players. See MY BRIDGE AND YOURS.

**BIG PLAYS.** Well played deals by the stars of the game (Apr).

**BOEHM, AUGUST.** See BOEHM ON BRIDGE.

**BIRD, DAVID.** See BRIDGE WITH THE ABBOT.

**BOEHM ON BRIDGE.** Monthly column by August Boehm for Intermediate players. Series: Wielding the Ax (Jan–Dec).

**BOOK REVIEWS.** (See also SOFTWARE REVIEWS). Cuebidding at Bridge: A Modern Approach (Ken Rexford); Back Through the Pack (Julian Pottage); Another 52 Great Bridge Tips (David Bird); The Elusive Masterpoint (Carl Vancelette); Defend These Hands with Me (Julian Pottage); My System — The Unbalanced Diamond (Marshall Miles) – Mar.

Bridge Master Versus Bridge Amateur (Mark Horton); Canada’s Bridge Warriors: Eric Murray and Sami Kehela (Roy Hughes); Plan Before You Play (Howard Ringel); Bridge Out of School (Bill Townsend); Off-Road Declarer Play (David Bird); How You Can Play Like an Expert (Mel Colchamiro); Beat the Experts at Bridge (Danny Roth); Silver for Ireland (Enda Murphy); The Backwash Squeeze and Other Improbable Feats (Edward McPherson) – Nov.

Human Bridge Errors: Volume 1 of Infinity (Danny Kleinman and Nick Straguzzi); Heavenly Contracts (David Bird); Return of the Bridge Philosopher (James Kauder); 2006 World Bridge Championships (Brian Senior, ed.) — Dec.

**BRIDGE BULLETIN STANDARD.** Standard American Yellow Card (available online).

**BRIDGE PLAYER’S SURVIVAL KIT.** Monthly column by Leslie Shafer in the Play Bridge section. Just do the math! (Jan); Getting active on defense (Feb); The Ruffing Finesse (Mar); Sacrifices (Apr); Passing with good hands (May); Help me! (Jun); Ma, Look What They Did to Me! (Jul); The “Just In Case” Bids (Aug); Rebidding a suit (Sep); Speeding will cost you (Oct); Shared salt shakers (Nov); Overcalls are not forcing! (Dec).

**BRIDGE WITH THE ABBOT.** Monthly humor column by David Bird.


**CARTOONS.** Bill Buttle cartoon (Out of Hand) – monthly.

**CAVENDISH INVITATIONAL.** Levin, Weinstein win 2007 pairs event (Jul).
CHALK TALK. Monthly column by Eddie Kantar for Intermediate players. Play problems with commentary (Jan–Dec).

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER. From the CEO, Jay Baum’s monthly column.

CLAIM WITH COLCHAMIRO. Monthly column by Mel Colchamiro for Intermediate players.

Reversal of Fortune (Jan–Mar); Surfin’ Safari (Apr–May); The Seven Percent Solution (Jun–Jul); Aztec Two-Step (Aug); Stroud’s Specifics (Sep–Oct); The “next” West Wing (Nov); More on Mel’s Rule of 8 (Dec).

CLUB NEWS. Monthly news from clubs around North America.

COHEN, LARRY. See REAL DEAL, THE.

COLCHAMIRO, MEL. See CLAIM WITH COLCHAMIRO.

COMMON SENSE IN DEFENSE. Defensive tips for New Players by Mary Smith. Better discarding (Feb); Leading against suit contracts (Apr); Primary signals — count or attitude? (Jun); Opening leads against notrump (Aug); Suit preference signals (Oct).

CONVENTIONAL WISDOM. Monthly column in Play Bridge section with advice on filling out the convention card. Also available online. Major Opening responses (Jan); Minor Openings (Feb–Mar); Opening Two-Bids (Mar); Other Conventional Calls (May); Special Doubles (Jun–Jul); Simple Overcalls (Aug); Jump Overcalls (Sep); Direct Cuebids (Oct); Slam Conventions (Nov); Notrump Overcalls (Dec).

COVALCIUC, VAL. Contributor to Play Bridge section of the Bridge Bulletin. Alphabet Soup (Mar); The three T’s (Jun); Give your partner a little support (Sep); Quiz (Dec).

DEAR DIARY: Marty Ronemus’s humor column in the Play Bridge section. (Feb, May, Aug, Nov).


EDITOR, EXECUTIVE. Brent Manley, Viewpoint column, monthly.

EMPLOYEE SERVICE AWARDS. Mose Reed, Harry Falk named 2007 recipients of Jane Johnson service award (Oct).

FAIRCHILD, SHARON. Interview with the 2007 ACBL president (Jan).

FEATURE STORIES. Survivors (Bridge clubs recover from Hurricane Katrina); Silver Streaks (U.S. takes silver in World University Bridge Championship); The thrill of victory (points) and the agony of defeat (Bobby Wolff examines IMP scoring); Speak softly and carry a whistle (Humor); Of leaf nodes and Bayesian networks (Scientists study bridge) – Jan. Caribbean Adventure (Bridge in Cuba); Heard Mentality (Do women really hear better than men?); Lassoing the Maverick (commentary); Cash and carry? (Humorous deal from David Berkowitz) – Feb. Keeping Score (Reader reaction to proposed scoring change); Time Travelers (Bridge stories from days gone by); History Project (Jeff Meckstroth wins sixth Top 500 title); Out of the Shadows (Hugh Ross recovering from stroke) – Mar. The genesis of Jordan (Convention history by Tommy Sanders) – Apr. Bridge on the Silver Screen (Bridge in movies) – May. The Legacy of the Prophet (Tribute to Al Roth); Read All About It (Favorite books of experts, readers); Gargantuan Gatlinburg (Regional sets another attendance record) – Jun. Fault Signs (How to make fewer mistakes); Tough Enough (More deals from the 2007 Vanderbilt KO); Tournament Tested (Big youth turnout at Kansas City sectional); Bacillus Bridgeus (Humor); On Target (Weinstein and Levin win third Cavendish title) – Jul. Shanghai Knights (Nickell team team trials, qualifies to play in Shanghai); Grinding It Out (Winners of Canada’s CNTC and CWTC); Two For the Road (Narasimhan, Quinn teams earn
Venice Cup berths; *The Big Attraction* (Report of the Worldwide Bridge Contest) – Aug.

*Senior Moments* (Kasle, Meltzer teams qualify for world championship); ABTA celebrates 50th anniversary; *Honor Roll* (The 2007 ACBL Hall of Fame Induction ceremony); *Goal Oriented* (Holocaust survivor plays bridge) – Sep.

*Ready, Set, Bid!* (Helping new players get ready for the 2008 Spring NABC); *No Respect for 1NT?* (Experts discuss methods for overcalling 1NT); *Indomitable* (Nickell team wins ninth Spingold title); *Son of Spingold Slam* (District 6 squad makes its mark in Spingold); *Quick Study* (Fireman team wins Wagar Women’s KO); *Appropriate Honors* (ACBL employee service awards) — Oct.

*The Orient Success* (ACBL teams earn medals at Shanghai world championships); *Shanghai Bound* (Trinidad and Tobago make it to the Bermuda Bowl) — Nov.

*The Golden Touch* (Winners of the ACBL-wide Instant Matchpoint Game); *Phil* (Story by Eddie Kantar) — Dec.

**FINANCIAL STATEMENT.** Audited ACBL financial statements (Oct).

**FISHBEIN TROPHY.** See NASHVILLE NABC.

**FRANK’S CLUB.** Deals from Frank Stewart’s syndicated column (Jul, Sep, Dec).

**FROM THE CEO.** Monthly message from ACBL CEO Jay Baum.

**49ER PAIRS.** Winners (Dec).

**GATLINBURG REGIONAL.** Record set. Report (Jun).

**GEORGE’S WORLD.** Monthly humor column by George Jacobs.

**GRANOVETTER, MATTHEW AND PAMELA.** See PARTNERSHIP BRIDGE.

**HALL OF FAME.** See ACBL BRIDGE HALL OF FAME.

**HARRINGTON, PAT.** See PLAY & LEARN.

**HAT LADY, THE.** Bridge etiquette and advice from Marie Sander (Mar, May, Jul, Sep, Dec).

**HAWAII NABC (FALL 2006).** Garner, Weinstein win Nail LM Pairs; Sivelind, Rimstedt take Smith Women’s Pairs; Miles Non-LM champs; Jacobs team wins Mitchell Open BAM; Baker squad first in Sternberg Women’s BAM; Kaminski team wins Senior KO; Mini-Blue Ribbon Pairs winners; National 99er Pairs champs (Jan). Italians Fantoni, Nunes win Kaplan Blue Ribbon Pairs; Kasday’s Icelandic squad wins Keohane North American Swiss Teams; Reisinger win goes to Cohler, Pszczola, Grue and Cheek; Partners Casen, Krekorian tie for Herman Trophy (Feb).

**HELMS, JERRY.** See ASK JERRY.

**HEMENWAY, MARILYN.** See IT’S JUST MAYHEM.

**HERMAN TROPHY.** See HAWAII NABC.

**HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE.** Nov. See also BOOK REVIEWS, SOFTWARE REVIEWS, PRODUCT REVIEWS.

**HONORARY MEMBER OF THE YEAR.** See ACBL HONORARY MEMBER OF THE YEAR.

**I LOVE THIS GAME.** Column by Sabine Auken featuring humor, play and bidding content. (Apr, May, Jul, Sep).

**IN MEMORIAM.** Monthly listing of deceased members.

**INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS' SECTION.** Columnists August Boehm, Marty Bergen, Billy Miller, Eddie Kantar, Larry Cohen, Mel Colcahmiro and Marilyn Hemenway. See also individual columnist listings.

**INTERNATIONAL EVENTS.** World University Bridge Championship (Jan). Weinstein and Levin win third Cavendish title (Jul).

**IT’S JUST MAYHEM.** Monthly column by Marilyn Hemenway for Intermediate players.
Redouble is a macho thing (Jan); What is this Game of Bridge? (Feb); Who knows what the card holder sees? (Mar); Looking for seven matchpoints (Apr); Bridge slang (May); Whatever happened to penalty doubles? (Jun–Jul); Anticipate (Aug); Duck, duck, goose! (Sep–Nov); There’s no crying in bridge (Dec).

**IT’S YOUR CALL.** Panel answers bidding problems — monthly.

**JABBOUR, ZEKE.** See WINSOME & LOATHSOME: TALES OF THE TRAIL.

**JACOBS, GEORGE.** See GEORGE’S WORLD.

**JANE JOHNSON AWARDS.** See EMPLOYEE SERVICE AWARDS.

**JUNIOR NEWS.** College Team Championship set for Nashville (Jun). Big youth turnout at Kansas City sectional; Andrew Dubay is 2007 King of Bridge (Jul). UCLA claims Collegiate Championship (Sep).

**KANTAR, EDDIE.** See CHALK TALK or TEST YOUR PLAY.

**KING/QUEEN OF BRIDGE.** Promo (Mar, Apr). Andrew Dubay named 2007 King of Bridge (Jul).

**KOKISH, ERIC.** See OUR READERS ASK.

**LAWRENCE, MIKE.** See Mike’s Bidding Quiz or Mike’s Advice.

**LIFE MASTER MILESTONES.** Members’ rank advancements, monthly.

**MANLEY, BRENT.** See EDITOR, EXECUTIVE.

**MASTERPOINT RACES.** Winners of the annual contests (Apr).

**MIKE’S ADVICE.** Monthly column by Mike Lawrence for Advanced players. Some 2/1 problems (Jan–Apr); Spot cards and hand evaluation (May–Nov); More 2/1 Auctions (Dec).

**MIKE’S BIDDING QUIZ.** Monthly Play Bridge feature by Mike Lawrence. Takeout doubles (Jan–Dec).

**MINI-MCKENNEY CONTESTS.** Updates (Jan, Dec). Winners of the annual masterpoint contests (Apr).

**MOTT-SMITH TROPHY.** See ST. LOUIS NABC.

**MY BRIDGE AND YOURS.** Monthly column by Frank Stewart for Advanced players featuring play and bidding problems with commentary.

**NASH, LAURA.** See NASH RAMBLIMGS.

**NASH RAMBLIMGS.** Humor column by Laura Nash (Aug, Dec).

**NASHVILLE NABC (SUMMER 2007).** Promo, schedule (Apr–Jul). Spector team wins GNT Championship Flight; other GNT winners; Martel, Zia win LM Pairs; Mini-LM winners; Brod squad tops in Senior Swiss Teams; National 199er winners (Sep). Nickell wins ninth Spigold KO title; Fireman squad first in Wagar Women’s KO; Meckstroth, Rodwell share Fishbein Trophy (Oct). Mini-Spigold champions; Jackson, Hamman win Wernher Open Pairs; Levin, Hampson win Fast Pairs; Eakes team takes Mixed BAM title; O’Rourke wins Open Swiss Teams (Nov).

**NEW LIFE MASTERS.** Monthly list.

**NOTES FROM ACBL ACCREDITED TEACHERS.** Monthly Play Bridge feature with rotating columnists Marti Ronemus, Val Covalciuc and Barbara Seagram.

**OBITUARIES.** Dick Edney, Milton Friedman, Marion Snyder (Jan); Doris Allen, Jack Mehrens, Maxine Ramey, Helen Utegaard (Feb); Tom Gardner, Joseph Kochman, John McAdam, Irene Warner (Mar); Sam Aldenderfer (Apr); Robert Bernstein, Beulah Young (May); Al Roth (Jun); Paulina Schmedel (Jul); Sharon Colson, Jan Nathan (Aug); John Fox, Archie Kittrell (Sep); Mary Blair, Bill Holt, Edda Spanel (Nov); Joan Cohen, Janice Vivrette (Dec).

**OUR READERS ASK.** Monthly question-and-answer column by Eric Kokish for Advanced players.
PARTNERSHIP BRIDGE. Monthly column by Matthew and Pamela Granovetter.

PLAY & LEARN. Monthly new player advice from Pat Harrington. Standard (?) leads (Jan); Love those hearts (Feb); Heartaches! (Mar); Use your opponent’s bid to help you (Apr); Negative doubles to show unbid majors (May); Attack with the jack (Jun); Not as similar as they appear (Jul); My lead? What’s the contract? (Aug); Eight sometimes, nine sometimes? (Sep); Pay attention (Oct); Identity crisis (Nov); Bid more when they double (Dec).

PLAY BRIDGE. Bridge Bulletin section for newer players. Columnists Marti Ronemus, Val Covalciuc, Barbara Seagram, Jerry Helms, Mike Lawrence, Harry Lampert, Pat Harrington, Marie Sander, Mary Smith, Leslie Shafer, others. See also individual columnist listings. Includes monthly features Conventional Wisdom, Bidding Toolkit and more.

PLAYER OF THE YEAR. Profile of 2006 POY Bob Hamman (Feb).

REAL DEAL, THE. Monthly column by Larry Cohen for Intermediate players.

REVIEWS. See BOOK REVIEWS, SOFTWARE REVIEWS, PRODUCT REVIEWS.

RONEMUS, MARTY. See DEAR DIARY. Contributor to Play Bridge section of the Bridge Bulletin. (Feb, May, Aug, Nov).

RULING THE GAME. TD Mike Flader answers members’ questions about rulings — monthly.


SMITH, MARY. See COMMON SENSE IN DEFENSE.

ST. LOUIS NABC (SPRING 2007). Promo, schedule (Jan–Mar). North American Pairs winners; Duboin, Welland take Silodor Open Pairs; Siebert, Stout win Silver Ribbon Pairs; Zeckhauser, Breed first in Mixed Pairs; Chawla, Ladyzhensky win Women’s Pairs; Brogeland, Delmonte tops in IMP pairs; National 49er Pairs champs; Welland wins Mott-Smith Trophy (May). Red Ribbon Pairs winners; Maidman team takes Jacoby Open Swiss Teams; Baker squad first in Machlin Women’s Swiss; Henner-Welland wins Vanderbilt (Jun).

SEAGRAM, BARBARA. Contributor to Play Bridge section of the Bridge Bulletin. Make your partner a better leader! (Jan); The big picture (Apr); Let me count the ways! (Jul); To pull or not to pull? (Oct).

SENIOR BOWL. See WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS.

SHAFER, LESLIE. See BRIDGE PLAYER’S SURVIVAL KIT.

SOFTWARE REVIEWS (See also BOOK REVIEWS). A View from the Top (Bob Hamman and Barry Rigal) – Nov.

STEWART, FRANK. See BIDDING TO PLAY/MY BRIDGE AND YOURS or FRANK’S CLUB.


TEAM TRIALS. See UNITED STATES BRIDGE CHAMPIONSHIP, UNITED STATES SENIOR BRIDGE CHAMPIONSHIP and UNITED STATES WOMEN’S BRIDGE CHAMPIONSHIP.

TEST YOUR PLAY. Monthly column featuring dummy-play problems by Eddie Kantar for Advanced players.

TOP 100 MASTERPOINT LIST. Nov.

TOP 500. See BARRY CRANE TOP 500.

TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS. Roger Putnam, Ken Van Cleve win Professional Tournament Director awards (Oct).

TOURNAMENT DIRECTORY. Monthly list of upcoming tournaments.

TRANSNATIONAL TEAMS. See WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS.

UNITED STATES SENIOR BRIDGE CHAMPIONSHIP. Kasle, Meltzer squads qualify for world championship (Sep).

UNITED STATES WOMEN’S BRIDGE CHAMPIONSHIP. Report of the 2007 event. Narasimhan, Quinn teams earn berths to Venice Cup (Aug).

VENICE CUP. See WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS.

VIEWPOINT. Monthly editorial by Bridge Bulletin Executive Editor Brent Manley.

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR. Nancy Espy (Feb).

WALKER, KAREN. See BIDDING MATTERS.


WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS. USA 1 wins silver in Bermuda Bowl; USA 1 wins gold medal in Venice Cup; USA 2 takes gold medal in Senior Bowl; USA 1 wins bronze in Senior Bowl (Dec).


WORLD UNIVERSITY BRIDGE CHAMPIONSHIP. U.S. squad takes silver medal (Jan).

YOUTH BRIDGE. See JUNIOR BRIDGE.

2007 Contributor Index
Arranged by author with month, page number.

AUKEN, Sabine: Apr 60, May 59, Jun 59, Jul 59, Sep 63.
BERGEN, Marty: monthly, page 50.
BIRD, David: monthly, page 60 (Jan 61).
BLUME, Lil: Jan 46.
BOEHM, August: monthly, page 47.
BORG, Ron: Feb 23.
CAMILLEIS, Ken: Dec 28.
COLCHAMIRO, Mel: monthly, page 49.
COVALCIUC, Val: Mar 39; Jun 39; Sep 39; Dec 39.
FLADER, Mike: monthly, page 38.
FLYNN, John: Nov 28.
GRANELL, Linda: Jan 58.
GREB, Richard: Sep 64.
HARRINGTON, Pat: monthly, page 46 (Jan 45, Nov 45).
HELMs, Jerry: monthly, page 40.
HEMENWAY, Marilyn: monthly, page 52.
HORTON, Mark: Jul 14, Oct 23.
JABBOUR, Zeke: monthly, page 62 (Jul 60).
JACOBS, George: monthly, page 61 (Jan 60).
KANTAR, Eddie: monthly, pages 51 and 55. Also Dec 64.
KING, Dottie: Feb 43.
KOKISH, Eric: monthly, page 54.
KUNTSLER, David: Jan 28.
LAFLEUR, Bob: Feb 36.
LAWRENCE, Mike: monthly, pages 40 and 57.
MOHANDES, Shireen: Feb 22.
NASH, Laura: Aug 24, Dec 63.
RIGAL, Barry: Apr 36, Jul 36, Dec 17.
ROLFE, Kathy: Jul 21.
RONEMUS, Marti: Feb 39; May 39; Aug 39; Nov 39.
ROSENKRANZ, George: Jun 28.
SANDER, Marie: Mar 45; May 45; Jul 45; Sep 45; Dec 45.
SANDERS, Tommy: Apr 64.
Savage, Mike: Feb 28.
SEAGRAM, Barbara: Jan 39; Apr 39; Jul 39; Oct 39.
SHAFAER, Leslie: monthly, page 42.
SHUSTER, Jon: Apr 28.
SMITH, Mary: Feb 45, Apr 45, Jun 45, Jul 12, Aug 45, Oct 45.
STERNBERG, Jim: Mar 28.
STEWART, Frank: monthly, page 53. Also Jul 11, Sep 24, Dec 64.
STURTZ, Bill: Jun 43.
THURSTON, Paul: Aug 18.
TORREY, John: May 28.
WALKER, Karen: monthly, page 56.
WOLFF, Bobby: Jan 36.